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1. Introduction 
“From the anthropological point of view of constructing the field site, the issue 
is not which stance is correct, but rather that the field site is defined as work or 
non-work or both depending on how the boundaries of the research are 
constructed. Assumptions about difference and similarity between work and 
non-work are influenced by the questions one is asking.” (Blomberg & Karasti, 
2013, p. 19) 
world brain
[sic]








What characterizes collaboration in online communities?
per se
per se
applicable in other settings
What is the past and present of Finnish Wikipedia?
How exclusively do users participate in Finnish Wikipedia, do they also 
participate in other language editions?
autonomy
How do members perceive the autonomy of Finnish Wikipedia?
What types of non-article content have been enacted by collaborators?
What types of communication exist in the ‘Wikipedia namespace’? Do 
these change over time?
What collaboration exists outside the Wikipedia platform, and how is this 
collaboration enacted and perceived?
RQ Research Question Methods 
What characterizes collaboration in online 
communities?
 
What is the past and present of Finnish Wikipedia?
How exclusively do users participate in Finnish 
Wikipedia, or do they also participate in other 
language editions?
How do members perceive the autonomy of Finnish 
Wikipedia? 
What types of non-article content have been enacted 
by collaborators? 
What types of communication exist in the ‘Wikipedia 
namespace’? Do these change over time?
P
What collaboration exists outside the Wikipedia 
platform, and how is this collaboration enacted and 
perceived?
Table 1 - Research questions posed in this thesis 
Letter Meaning What is it in this study? 
Fig 2 - Research elements (adapted from Mathiassen et al., 2012) 





2.1 Philosophical Assumptions 

knowledge interests
“In social science – and I would include economics, as well as sociology within 
this judgement – there is not a single candidate which could be offered 
uncontentiously as an instance of such a law in the realm of human social 
conduct. As I have argued elsewhere, the social sciences are not latecomers as 
compared with natural science. The idea that with further research such laws 
will eventually be uncovered is at best markedly implausible. … That there are 
no known universal laws in social science is not just happenstance.” (Giddens, 
1984, pp. 344-345) 
Writing Genres
“The constitution of agents and structures are not two independently given sets 
of phenomena, a dualism, but represent a duality. According to the notion of the 
duality of structure, the structural properties of social systems are both medium 
and outcome of the practices they recursively organize. Structure is not 
‘external’ to individuals: as memory traces, and as instantiated in social 
practices, it is in a certain sense more ‘internal’ than exterior to their activities 
in Durkheimian sense.” (p. 25) 
“Some philosophers have tried to derive overall theories of meaning or 
communication from communicative intent; others, by contrast, have supposed 
that communicative intent is at best marginal to the constitution of the 
meaningful qualities of interaction, ‘meaning’ being governed by the structural 
ordering of sign systems. In the theory of structuration, however, these are 
regarded as of equivalent interest and importance, aspects of a duality rather 
than a mutually exclusive dualism.” (pp. 29-30) 
while
actually
2.2 Back Narrative 
Presentation of Self in Everyday 
Life




“Within the walls of a social establishment we find a team of performers who 
cooperate to present to an audience a given definition of a situation. This will 
include the conception of own team and of audience and as[s]umptions 
concerning the ethos that is to be maintained by rules of politeness and 
decorum. We often find a division into back region, where the performance of a 
routine is prepared, and front region, where the performance is presented.” 




2.3 The Reader-to-Leader Framework 
reading contributing
collaborating leading











2.4 Genre Theory 
“A priori it can be argued that all perception and all response, all behaviour 
and all classes of behaviour, all learning and all genetic, all neurophysiology 
and endocrinology, all organization and all evolution – one entire subject 
matter – must be regarded as communicational in nature, and therefore subject 
to the great generalizations or “laws” which apply to communicative 










 “A genre constructs and is constructed by a notion of recurring situation, 
entailing participant roles, purposes, and uses of language. A genre constructs 
and is constructed by cultural values, beliefs and norms as well as by material 
culture. A genre constructs and is constructed by the set of existing genres 
surrounding it, genres used and not used by fellow participants in the society. 
These contexts of situation, culture, and genres act simultaneously and 




3.1 Genre analysis  
Social Research Methods
a priori
“Content analysts are in a … position of having to draw inferences about 
phenomena that are not directly observable, and they are often equally 
resourceful in using a mixture of statistical knowledge, theory, experience, and 
intuition to answer their research questions from available texts. In this respect, 
the whole enterprise of content analysis may well be regarded as an argument 
to support of an analyst’s abductive claims.” (Krippendorff, 2004, p. 38) 
“[t]he aim with latent content is also to notice silence, sighs, laughter, posture 
etc. (…) There has been some debate as to whether hidden meanings found in 
documents can be analysed, because their analysis usually involves 
interpretation.” (p. 109) 
the
“Suppose you live in Scotland or some ‘cold’ climate. “Were you born in a 
tunnel?” your mother asks as you enter the room. While you might be tempted 
to reply humorously, “No, in a hospital,” you know what she means and you 









3.2 How to Study Collaboration in Wikipedia? 
all
and
“Sometimes people shift quickly from contribution to collaboration and back 
again. For example, an ornithologist contributor to Wikipedia bird articles may 
be closely collaborating with a group of bird watchers in making sure that an 
entry about Greater Scaups on the Chesapeake Bay is correct. But she gets 
distracted by a friend’s email to read an entry about a café in London, whose 
address is listed as ‘Upper Road’ in Islington, so she corrects it to ‘Upper 
Street’. In the first instance, she is involved in a collaboration in which she 
learns who has a deep knowledge about wildlife on the Bay. In the second 
instance, she merely contributes the correct address but does not interact with 
anyone.” (Preece & Shneiderman, 2009, p. 21) 
user
communication.
“I just wanted to say that becoming a sysop is *not a big deal*. I think perhaps 
I'll go through semi-willy-nilly and make a bunch of people who have been 
around for awhile sysops. I want to dispel the aura of "authority" around the 
position. It's merely a technical matter that the powers given to sysops are not 
given out to everyone. I don't like that there's the apparent feeling here that 
being granted sysop status is a really special thing.” 
(http://lists.wikimedia.org/pipermail/wikien-l/2003-February/001149.html) 
“Editors who are more committed to the project, who spend more time editing, 
who make more significant contributions, and who conform to community 
norms and values may be entrusted with higher administrative powers. This 
means that although Wikipedia permits users to edit without a user name, 
editing with a consistent identity—either real name or pseudonym—is an 
important factor when one wishes to participate in the internal governance 
structure of the community. Administrative positions are occupied by 
community members who voluntarily take on more responsibilities to maintain 
Wikipedia without any pecuniary remuneration. Although in the old days it 
might have been considered as ‘not a big deal’ for committed volunteers to be 
granted administrative positions, nowadays editors serving administrative 
positions are elected, and candidates have to go through strict public scrutiny.”  
Reader Contributor Collaborator
Table 3 - Collaboration is (mainly) a back narrative activity 
Namespaces in Finnish Wikipedia
Basic namespaces Talk namespaces
Virtual namespaces 
Table 4 - Namespaces in Finnish Wikipedia. The color coding implies which 
namespaces represent front narratives (0) and back narratives (1, 3, and 4) in 
the applied theoretical framework. The other namespaces constitute less than 10 










4. Literature Review on Wikipedia Research 
“My underlying argument is that the social processes of Open Source software 
production may transfer to other fields of peer production, but, with regard to 
quality, software production remains a special case. As Weber (2004) has 
argued, Open Source software development itself is not the self-organizing 
system it is sometimes imagined to be. Not only is it controlled from below by 
the chip on which code must run, but projects are also organized from above by 
developers and maintainers whose control and authority is important to the 
quality of the outcome.”16 (Duguid, 2006) 
collaborator
4.1 Wikipedia as an online community 

4.2 Collaboration in Wikipedia 
“Online deliberation has the capacity to accentuate that which is normally 
implicit in the construction of ‘truth’ and social meaning: namely, the 
dialogicality of the word (the open-ended processes of conflict, struggle, and 
change over linguistic interpretation.) Almost every article on Wikipedia 
(indeed, almost every opinion, ‘fact,’ and image) is the product of widespread 
dialogue and knowledge aggregation or suppression. Web 2.0 applications, 
therefore, signal a rebellion against exclusivity in knowledge construction and, 
in so doing, may bring to the fore the inner workings of debate and discussion 
on any given topic.” (p. 410) 

 “artifacts (bots, Wikiprojects, templates, best practice guides) are continually 
created to promote consistency in the content, structure, and presentation of 
articles. Indeed, although the article share in Wikipedia pages decreased from 
53% in March 2005 to 28% in September 2007, the shares of templates, 






RQ Research Question Chapter 
What characterizes collaboration in online 
communities?
 
What is the past and present of Finnish Wikipedia?
How exclusively do users participate in Finnish 
Wikipedia, or do they also participate in other 
language editions?
How do members perceive the autonomy of Finnish 
Wikipedia? 
What types of non-article content have been enacted 
by collaborators? 
What types of communication exist in the ‘Wikipedia 
namespace’? Do these change over time?
What collaboration exists outside the Wikipedia 
platform, and how is this collaboration enacted and 
perceived?
Table 5 - Research questions posed in this thesis 
5.1 The Past and Present of Finnish Wikipedia (RQ1) 




“Wikipedia was born out of the dot-com crash. And, there were points in time 
when we had some problem on the website, where the natural instinct… had we 
had 10 millions dollars in funding, would had been ‘Oh, we need to hire some 
moderators, we are gonna have to have a team of moderators.’ And so, you 
could easily imagine going on a path where after a few years, we end up with a 
system that requires 500 paid moderators monitoring everything. But instead, 
we did not have that. We said that we have these problems, so we have to figure 
out how do we develop social systems and community-based systems to resolve 
these issues. What are the rules that you need? Well, we need administrators. 
How do we make sure they are not tyrants? Oh well, there have to be some 
rules, and those rules have to be enforceable in some way, and there has to be 
openness and dialogue of those things.” (BBCNews, 2010) 
“A common misconception in the world is of an Interwiki-linked Wikipedia 
where hopping from language to language for a given article necessarily brings 
up the same translated content. A decision was made early on to allow for 
different language communities to decide on their own flavour of neutral point 
of view, and also to allow the language culture to come through. Sometimes 
articles in German Wikipedia were translations of English ones, sometimes vice 
versa, but sometimes articles on the same subject were quite different.” (Lih, 
2009, p. 140) 
Fig 4 - The fundamantal principles by which Wikipedia operates are 
summarized in the 'five pillars' 




Figure 5 - Bubble map -spatial distribution of edits for Finnish Wikipedia. 
Screenshot taken from Erik Zachte's  visualization tool, which is available at 
http://stats.wikimedia.org/wikimedia/animations/requests/AnimationEditsOneD







Edits >= Wikipedians Edits total
Table 6 - Participation Inequality in Finnish Wikipedia. Adapted from 
http://stats.wikimedia.org/EN/TablesWikipediaFI.htm (9.5.2011) 
5.2 Participation in Finnish Wikipedia: Exclusive or Inter-
Wiki? (RQ2) 
Table 7 - Interviewees’ edit activity in Finnish Wikipedia. (17.11.2010) 
#5: “The first time I started to write in the Finnish language Wikipedia three 
years ago, was when I was banned from English Wikipedia. And recently I've 
become active in the Finnish language edition again, just because of my 
English Wikipedia account is banned… (laughs)… for one-year.”  
Table 8 - Interviewees’ edit activity in English Wikipedia. (17.11.2010) 
#2: “This [Finnish language] belongs to one of the smallest language groups, 
but it [Finnish Wikipedia] is still one of the most active ones. [...] But then 
again, English, German, French, all these big languages are in the league of 
their own – more people, more articles, more pretty much everything. But in my 
opinion we [Finnish Wikipedia] are doing fine, considering we’re such a small 
population.” 
#9: “I haven’t edited English Wikipedia all that much. Just a little bit. But more 
than that I’ve been just reading [it], if I’ve felt like it. Usually they have longer 
and better articles [than Finnish Wikipedia has]. That’s just how it is.” 
#5: “There are pretty good articles in Finnish Wikipedia, at least within a 
limited scope. Finnish Wikipedia is on the quality level where it pays off to 
check it out first, every time you need to know about some concept.” 
#1: "Generally I feel that in my own topics of interest, Finnish Wikipedia 
articles are by far more comprehensive than in Swedish Wikipedia. And often 
more comprehensive than in English Wikipedia." 
#8: “[Finnish Wikipedia] is of a pretty good quality, when compared to the 
size. For example, Swedish Wikipedia is pretty bad, even though they have more 
articles than we do.” 
#2: "I have accounts on Swedish and Norwegian Wikipedias, but I don't really... 
Several months may pass before I visit these again. So, I don't really [participate in 
other Wikipedias than the Finnish]... [I] only add some interwiki-links, if anything." 
#1: "I've written maybe three or four articles to Swedish Wikipedia. I've started one 
article in Norwegian Wikipedia. And like, in English Wikipedia my contributions have 
mainly been about adding links to my articles in Finnish Wikipedia."
#4: “I’ve written to the English Wikipedia a little bit. For example, the article 
on Afrikaner nationalism. I first wrote that in Finnish. Then I wrote an extended 
version for the English [edition]. Then I switched back to the Finnish and wrote 
an even more extended version that is now more comprehensive than the 
English article. But mostly I use English Wikipedia just to get references for the 
articles I write in Finnish [Wikipedia]. So English Wikipedia is a tool that helps 
me when writing articles.” 
#8: “I’ve contributed something to English Wikipedia… [but] very little 
actually. But more I’ve been contributing to [Wikimedia] Commons. But that’s 
a separate project.” 
#6: “English Wikipedia won’t miss one expert of religious studies, who has 
written 76 articles on religion. … There are still 1200 other experts left if this 
one leaves. But if you ban the Finnish expert of religious studies, then there’s 
possibly no one else [left] to contribute on that topic.” 
#5: “No single user is crucial for English Wikipedia. You can throw anyone 
out, and it doesn’t suffer at all. Whereas Finnish Wikipedia is such a tiny group 
of users, and some of the most active users are vital to the community. Well, not 
vital, but pretty important anyway.” 
#8: “I don’t know [how much different Finnish Wikipedia is from other Wikipedias]. I 
am not familiar with other language editions.” 
#1: “We might have more pride [than other similar size Wikipedias] in the way 
that we do not just accept any goofy stuff. For example, we should not allow 
one-liner articles of unimportant topics. We are more critical to that kind of 
content. Of course some people prefer quantity over quality, but here [in 
Finnish Wikipedia] it is not as bad as is in some other Wikipedias. And it may 
be  more of an early-stage phenomenon, that people want to get the first one 
hundred thousand articles produced by any means. Once that milestone is 
achieved, it’s easier to concentrate on quality.” 
5.3 Perceived Autonomy in Finnish Wikipedia (RQ3) 
how 
#12: “I cannot say anything at all about decision-making autonomy, because I am not 
familiar with this topic.” 
#11: “I do not even know [whether we are autonomous or not]. I guess we are. 
(laughs) No one has ever restricted my editing, so it seems we are pretty autonomous 
then.” 
#13: “[Finnish Wikipedia is] completely autonomous. Those Yankees 
[Wikimedia Foundation or English Wikipedia] have neither interest nor 
resources to intervene in this in any way. [...] During the last three years we’ve 
had a clear vision that we should not copy the policies of English Wikipedia as 
they are, but we can make in our own way. And this has been done.” 
#9: “When it comes to policies, those are all decided in Finnish Wikipedia. We 
agree among ourselves how things are going to be done. Or, that’s how 
I've understood so far. I have never seen that someone from outside would had 
tried to decide something on behalf of us.” 
#9: “I do not know [whether Finnish Wikipedia differs from other Wikipedias]. Some 
policies may be somewhat different from other Wikipedias. However, I don’t have 
enough information about the policies of other Wikipedias.” 
#5: “Some people believe that we should have autonomy here. My view is that it is 
worthless to be autonomous. The wise principles have already been defined in the 
English Wikipedia, and it is better to follow them than to invent those of our own.” 
#2: “No matter what language edition is in case, there are always a set 
of policies that are derived from the En-Wiki. These basic policies are 
directly translated to any Wikipedia at the point when the wiki is started. But in 
every wiki, it’s the users who collectively determine what the policies are like. 
For example what are the criteria to delete an article, and through what kind 
of a process an article reaches the status of the Featured Article. Our policies 
are not the same as in English Wikipedia. Once in a while, some users try to 
argue that just because things are done in some way in English Wikipedia, we 
should do the same way in Finnish Wikipedia.  But… In principle, we are very 
autonomous. At least as long as our policies are not in a terrible conflict with 
the universal idea of Wikipedia.” 
#4: “The Neutral Point of View policy and such core policies are inherited ‘from 
above’.38 Otherwise the language editions are completely free to do what they want. 
So that’s how it is, yes, Finnish Wikipedia is autonomous.” 
#9: “Yes, it [Finnish Wikipedia] works quite autonomously. I do not think 
anyone [from outside] can come to give orders here, like something would 
need to be done in a certain way. The only exception that comes to my mind 
right now could be the wiki database engine. That, of course, is updated every 
now and then. And I guess new software updates bring some new things [that 
Finnish Wikipedia needs to adapt to].” 
#4: “MediaWiki is of course one issue. If the software does not support something, 
then that thing cannot be done, despite the autonomy.” 
#6: “Finnish Wikipedia is 99 per cent autonomous. And that remaining one percent is 
decided by Meta40, not English Wikipedia.” 
#10: “When creating policies we use English- and German-language 
Wikipedias as benchmarks. [When introducing a new policy,] we look at how 
others have implemented [it]. Then we ponder how it would fit to Finnish 
Wikipedia. We always do this when some new features are proposed.” 
#6: “Yes, lots of ideas are taken from English Wikipedia. Just like [the 
government of] Finland sometimes looks at how things are done in Sweden, and 
then we’ll [the Finnish government] do in the same way. That’s the mentality 
here. Though it works much faster in Wikipedia. If some new feature has 
worked well in English Wikipedia for two weeks, we might also adopt it. But 
nothing can be forced, everything has to be approved by the community. It’s the 
community that decides what is good and what is bad.” 
#9: “I guess we’ve inherited pretty much from English Wikipedia. I don’t know 
how much we have unique [policies etc.]. I guess the system is the same, and 
most of the policies are the same as in English Wikipedia. Of course, there is 
no coercion to inherit anything. But usually those things are well-tried, so why 
not.” 
#3:” It is possible to adopt policies directly from English Wikipedia, but there 
are also policies that we in Finnish Wikipedia don’t find useful for us. At least 
not now. Generally all language editions [i.e. Wikipedias in different 
languages] can relatively freely decide how they want to do these things”. 
# 11: “Yes, most policies and other things originate from the English-language 
Wikipedia. For most things we have [in Finnish Wikipedia], there is a 
counterpart in English Wikipedia. One policy I wrote to Finnish Wikipedia, I 
translated it first from the English-language Wikipedia. But I guess in principle 
no one can prevent us from doing completely otherwise if we wish to do so. 
And it has to be remembered that we do not adopt everything that is in English 
Wikipedia. After all, there are cultural differences, for example in how things 
are expressed.” 
Biographies of Living Persons
#2: “The English-language Wikipedia has approached some of the issues in a 
stricter way. For example, the Biographies of Living Persons policy there41, 
that’s a pretty serious thing. So they have more stringent policies [than Finnish 
Wikipedia has]. That’s because it’s much easier to file lawsuits in the United 
States. [...] Of course it's the same here [in Finnish Wikipedia] too that no 
person should deliberately be offended, no matter if she’s a celebrity who has a 
Wikipedia article. Articles should be written in good faith and general common 
sense should always be applied.” 
#3: “In German Wikipedia they have restricted the editing rights of 
unregistered users by bringing so-called Approved Article Revisions [also 
known as Stable Versions]. Even though this might prevent vandalism a little 
bit, it might generally reduce interest in editing articles. After all, the majority 
of unregistered users’ edits are of reasonable quality. […] We [in Finnish 
Wikipedia] have discussed this, but it has never progressed to the decision-
making level.” 
#1: “The decision-making, in my view, is very autonomous [in Finnish 
Wikipedia]. English Wikipedia affects the decision-making indirectly in cases 
when someone wants to write about some really stupid or very niche subjects, 
such as of a Brazilian ice hockey player. Then others will say that ‘Come on, 
we do not need that kind of content here’. Then the argumentation for or 
against allowing the thing to happen is often based on how other language 
Wikipedias have decided to do.” 
#14: "Often we compare how things are done in the English Wikipedia [in case 
of a relevance dispute, for example]. But sometimes we make own decisions 
despite what the line in the English Wikipedia was. Let’s take this James Perse 
article as an example.42 It was deleted from the English, while we considered it 
relevant [enough to be kept]. We kept it because we found the person relevant, 
the fashion designer named James Perse. Although this was also a pretty funny 
article simply by its name. So, yes, we in the Finnish Wikipedia make decisions 
independent of other Wikipedias. But how often such things happen, that I'm 
not able to say." 
#8: “Despite our autonomy, we do have a lot of translated content. A great 
percentage of articles are translated from other languages. Some people like to 
translate and imitate others’ example. Translating is a simple way to get the 
structure and the content of an article quickly in order. When you have 
translated the article, you may then improve it with new material. Of course, 
we do have a lot of completely unique productions as well. There are people 
who like to write articles from scratch.” 
#4: “But… some people translate articles from English Wikipedia, and I don’t really 
do that. I don’t understand what the point is in doing so.” 
#14:”Sometimes there have been discussions on whether Finns should take Finnish 
Wikipedia to a dedicated server that would be in full control of Finns.” 
5.4 Non-article Content in Finnish Wikipedia (RQ4) 
#11: “On the article talk pages I speak about the article, naturally. On user talk 
pages I talk about the projects going on, like ‘do you know what this is, could 
you please help me.’ Then on the Wikipedia namespace there are mostly 
general issues related to the project, like ‘I think this system is 
bad/good/stupid.’ Sometimes there is some gossiping going on, on the user talk 
page, among the closest Wikipedia acquaintances.” 
“Don’t Look Now, 
But We’ve Created a Bureaucracy: The Nature and Roles of Policies and Rules in 
Wikipedia ”
#11: “Of course, the purpose is to create an encyclopedia, and in that sense 
there is too much of all this metaconversation. Well, some people enjoy that, 
initiating more voting processes, voting about everything, discussing about 
everything, trying to get comments to all possible issues. Some people are just 
fond of bureaucracy. They get higher self-esteem out of that, they try to prove 
their proficiency that way. I think there’s too much of all this. In order to be 
able to create what you’re supposed to, which is the encyclopedia, you don’t 
need many rules. You only need some minor guiding, mostly related to the 
layout. But any rules aiming to regulate behavior… it’s pretty useless, because 
people don’t change. Idiots will stay idiots, no matter what rules you’ve got. No 
rules can prevent this kind of negative behavior.” 
#10: “Wikipedia is an encyclopedia. The main focus should be on the 
[encyclopedia article] content, not on the discussion. An optimum is reached 
when there is no need to discuss anything. Everybody would know the ground 
rules, so discussion would not be needed at all.” 
#11: “But yes… then again, you need some metaconversation, definitely. It is the kind 
of social aspect that induces people to contribute. That you get feedback from the 
work you’ve done. That aspect is needed, of course.” 
#1: "It's not only about Wikipedia, but all online communication involves 
conflicts. All signals have some noise. Then the only possibility is to keep the 
signal-to-noise ratio as good as possible. If there is some major conflict going 
on, and I see that the Recent Changes page is full of talk pages, I might start 
editing several new articles of interesting topics. In such cases I might initiate 
articles of, say, the kings of Scotland." 
#6: “[When I still was more active in Wikipedia], I usually went to Wikipedia 
at work first time before noon. I checked out the Recent Changes page, and if I 
spotted any attempts for vandalism I corrected them. Then I took a look at the 
Coffee Room discussions, what kind of initiatives were going on there. And of 
course I checked my user-talk page if there were any new messages.” 
First-order concept (observed reality) Second-order concept (theory) 
Table 9 - Conceptual development 
5.4.1 Article talk pages 
#1: "[Early on] if I didn't know how to do something, I even added a comment to the 
article talk page that I'd like to add a photo into this article but I don't know how it's 
done." 
#3: “The most important aspect of quality is that the users themselves skim through 
articles and edit whenever they see anything wrong there. Usually that works out 
pretty good (…) Or, you may add a comment on the article talk page.”  
#2: “Sometimes I write on the talk page about how I see the article should be 
extended.” 
#2: “Usually I glance at the talk page before I start editing an article.”  
#9: “I don’t discuss much. What I have discussed had usually been through the 
discussion page, the article comment page. It’s usually the other way around, 
that someone else has asked me why something is how it is, or how I have done 
something, and so on.” 
#5: “I try to avoid all kinds of futile chatting. Even though I’d have something to say 
to another person, I prefer to have that discussion on the article talk page.” 
#8: “If there is no consensus on how to develop an article further. Then the 
development should be put on hold and slowly discuss and find consensus that 
way. For example, [the Finnish] Civil War has been a topic which divides 
contributors, that how that article should be developed.” 
#2: “Some article talk pages have crazy fights going on. For example, pages such as 
'mandatory Swedish' and 'negro.' I try to avoid these fights, because these are very 
nerve-wracking.” 
#11: “[The need for a talk page] depends on how controversial the topic is. 
Anyone can write who’s the Mayor of the Turku city, and that’s trustworthy 
information. But any topic that is more controversial… or a topic that a 
layman cannot fully comprehend… that’s more problematic then.” 
#3: “An admin can lock an article [if there is an edit war going on]. Then the 
purpose is to reach consensus through discussion [on the article talk page.] Admins 
can also block particular users from participating in an edit war.” 
5.4.2 User talk pages 
#3: “Sometimes I’ve received feedback on the user talk page. I’ve also might have 
asked about some edits, references, and other things.” 
#8: “On the own user:talk page I discuss something. Not particularly of some topics, 
but general remarks are made about other’s actions.” 
#9: “These user talk pages, yes, people do use these. First I thought it was a weird 
way to communicate (laughs), I mean on a public wall, kind of. But I got used to it.” 
#1: "[Working together on an article] happens pretty spontaneously, and 
mostly randomly. But I've been there for such a long time, and I've been so 
active there, that I've come to know some people there. These are people who 
have different kind of expertise than I have. So I can ask them that 'could you 
please take a look this as you're a physician, or that this is the kind of 
terminology of biology that I don't understand'. There's this user talk page, so 





#11: “I’ve used the Wikibreak43 template a couple of times [on the user page.] 
I don’t know if it’s of any interest to anyone, but I’ve done it anyway. I think 
it’s for the people who I’m mostly interacting with. You could divide the 
community to your close acquaintanceship, and the rest. Even though it’s an 
encyclopedia… In some sense Wikipedia’s an equally social media as, like, 
Facebook, or anything else. Similarly as I could put a status update on 
Facebook that I’m away for a couple of weeks, that’s the same idea why I’ve 
marked myself to be on a Wikibreak.” 
#12: “There’s too much of non-encyclopedia content [in Finnish Wikipedia]. 
Some users seem to think that their user pages are their personal home pages, 
and that talk pages are for prattling. But all communication should be focused 
on the creation of Wikipedia itself. More focused, definitely not broaden from 
the current state. I don’t want any circuses in Wikipedia.” 
#11: “I write articles to increase my understanding. And to write about things 
I’m interested about. While I’m doing this, it’s pretty natural that I’m 
establishing and maintaining contact with other users. It’s a peer activity. You 
use Wikipedia as a network of peers. It takes a community to be able to write, to 
share opinions and viewpoints. I think you know what I’m talking about.” 
5.4.3 ‘Wikipedia namespace’ 
#2: "[In my typical day in Wikipedia] I first refresh the Recent Changes page a 
couple of times. I see if there's anything of interest. Then I see if there are any 
article deletion votes going on. Then it depends on how much time I have... I 
might see if there are any Featured Article nominations. Or I might see what 
people are discussing in the Coffee Room[s]." 
#4: “[I find things to do] by checking out the Recent Change page, [and] by 
following discussion threads.” 
#11: “One thing that is great about the Finnish Wikipedia, is that we are 
small. Thus everyone who is interested can participate in all discussions 
considering our community. The size is still manageable. The smallness of the 
community is (…) actually an advantage when all active members know each 
other. It’s a manageable entity. It doesn’t divide into separate cliques. The 
amount of all metaconversation, in Coffee Room[s] and elsewhere, one can 
follow it all and participate in it all. If the community would be ten times this 
current size, no one could possibly have the spare time to follow this all, to be 
everywhere at the same time, participate in all voting, discuss all policies, and 
meanwhile keep on writing articles.” 
#12: “I’ve been thinking about the community aspect quite a bit. I’ve been 
living in a collective for a long time, and been deeply engaged in that. It seems 
that people are afraid of so-called wrangling [in such self-organizing 
contexts]. People are not capable of arguing properly, and it leads to over-
reactions. The nature of a community is something worth pondering upon. 
Like, how it’s different from some other social forms, and how people should 
act in online communities. I mean, in terms of how to argue, and how to deal 
with different issues. The principle of Wikipedia is to find consensus through 
discussion. And in my own residential collective it’s exactly the same. And that 




#2: "Basically, Wikipedia’s line is that voting is bad. That everything should be 
solved through dialogue. But often you need to have a vote because discussion won't 
end up in a consensus." 
#10: “Featured Articles is a process that involves voting. And Good Articles as 
well, which was introduced last year [2009]. Then we have deletion voting. I 
was participating in that quite actively when it started. I brought some articles 
to be deleted, and the community voted on those. During the last year I’ve 
been… I haven’t been voting there anymore. This deletion vote is pretty 
interesting, how it’s divided the community into two camps. Deletionists and 
what’s the other one – inclusionists. Those who generally want articles to be 
deleted, and those who generally want to keep articles there.” 
#11: “Even though I’ve usually voted for article deletion in these voting 
processes… On the other hand, I don’t care if there is an article about an 
irrelevant topic, as long as it’s done well. … The more I’ve started to write 
about obscure topics myself, the less I’ve been bothered about others’ obscure 
articles.” 
#8: “I don’t influence the community that much, other than with how I’m voting. 
Generally I just like to work on my own, doing my own projects.” 
#8: “It takes over a month for an article to pass through the Featured Article 
process. First, the Peer Review is two weeks. Then the voting is another two 
weeks. And of course it takes time to do the article itself. It all depends on how 
much time you want to use. I’ve developed some articles carefully, little by 
little. It’s been taking easily half a year before I’ve put an article into the Peer 
Review. But then again, I’ve got some Good Articles that I’ve created in one 
day and immediately put them into the voting process. And after one week 
that’s a Good Article.” 
#5: “I write about topics that I don’t know about. So the writing process is part 
of the exploration process. If I come across a concept, a term, a person, or a 
theme, that I don’t know about, and there’s no article about in English 
Wikipedia, then I start creating that. I’ve never participated in Featured 
Article development. That doesn’t interest me at all.” 
#9: “These Coffee Rooms, I guess they’re pretty good. They’re for everybody. Those 
are common pages where anyone can discuss with each other.” 
#10: “We have the Coffee Room(s) there. People can write their own opinions 
and problems there. It’s pretty active. I’ve also discussed there. Little 
something. I’ve seen discussions on Finnish language, like how some words 
should be written. We have also proposals for new ways to do things. These 
are taken from other languages [i.e. other Wikipedias], and then we start 
discussing how that would suit us. Usually it doesn’t involve a voting process, 
at least not in the start. It’s initial discussion, testing whether the community 
would support something new or not.” 
#2: "I like to follow the Coffee Room discussions. I prefer to participate in these [over 
the heated article talk pages]." 
#6: “In the Technology Coffee Room we discuss pretty actively about what 
templates are needed, and what functionalities those should have. We also 
review new features, and functionalities, if there are any new templates. Of 
course my head is full of ideas, though most [of these ideas] are unworkable. 
2-3 of these ideas might be pearls. So a lot of ideas, but very few of them are 
viable. But there are always some worthwhile ideas to build upon, at least.” 
#3: “Sometimes when there is a technical problem, one can start a discussion thread 
in the [Technology] Coffee Room.” 
#8: “Just recently we talked in the Coffee Room that we’d like to have a ‘Picture of 
the Day’ feature on the front page. Or we just talked how that could be done. But I 
don’t think it will be implemented because the community was against it.” 
#5: “Edit wars are often related to… well, let’s take [username removed] as 
an example. She sees an article she doesn’t like. Then she initiates the article 
deletion process. At the same time she attacks the article by removing 
references and other content. And then those [users] who defend the article try 
to restore it. So that’s what an edit war is, a duel about if some content has the 
right to exist or not. I’ve tried to initiate a policy that states that you should not 
touch the article while you’re participating in the deletion process.” 
#12: “The Arbitration Committee is the final stage… or how’d I put it. I don’t 
want to use the term ‘court of justice’. I mean, any dispute is first tried to be 
solved through discussion. The discussion takes quite a long time, usually very 
long (smiles). If no solution comes out of it, one can initiate Request for 
Comments. Then there’s more discussion on that. Sometimes many Requests 
for Comments are needed. The last resort is then the Arbitration Committee. 
The committee can then decide what to do with this issue.” 
#1: "I'm a member of this... Arbitration Committee. I hope the committee 
doesn't need to do anything. But whenever there is an unreasonable dispute 
going on for too long, then this arbitration process can take place. The 
committee carefully examines the case and then gives guidelines how to solve 
the situation. Luckily there have been no arbitration cases during my tenure." 
#3: “The Arbitration Committee has members who have been known to be 
trusted and moderate. The committee aims to solve conflicted relationships 
between users. For example, there was a dispute between two users in one 
article, then the dispute spread to other articles as well. When it escalated, it 
wasn’t any more about Wikipedia [but about a personal ‘revenge’]. So then 
the Arbitration Committee had to come up with a solution to this.” 
#3: “Practically, the arbitration process is quite difficult. Even though the 
committee has come up with a suggestion, the people involved in the dispute 
have not changed their behavior. Even though the arbitration is aimed to be as 
fair as possible, the people involved feel they have not received a respectful 
treatment. Unfortunately these disputes often end up with resignation of some 
user, or getting stigmatized as a troublemaker.” 
#5: “I don’t remember [if I read policies or guidelines when I started editing]. I 
guess I didn’t. Following what others do is the most important way to learn things. By 
imitating others.” 
#1: “[When I started] I didn't read the policies at all. In the beginning I just started 
editing. Others then notified me when I had done something wrong. So I didn't read 
any guidelines or policies at all, I just imitated how other articles had been written.” 
#10: “I didn’t read any guidelines [when I joined Wikipedia]. I just started editing. 
Using common sense gets you a long way. I don’t think I’ve still read any of those.” 
#11: “When I started, I read all these policy pages, and all related information. Too 
much, I think. I had a high barrier to start contributing. I was afraid if I’d do 
something wrong.” 
#2: “Sometimes you see people complaining that we’re too rude to newcomers. 
Then again, if you approach newcomers with a huge amount of policies, they 
don’t usually want to stay editing. They are afraid that they make a mistake, or 
they don’t want to read through all that [text]. Sometimes it may happen that 
the old-timers do not have enough patience for the newcomers. People may 
just say something like ‘learn to have some manners’” 
#9: “I haven’t participated in any so-called inner circle activities. Somehow I feel like 
there is a core community who ponder on these policies and so forth. I haven’t been 
thinking about these issues.” 
#2: “I don’t remember [if there are any policies I have helped to create]. Or 
yeah, I have participated in some policy discussions. But it’s quite little what 
I’ve done [there]… You’d need to think in so much detail how those policies 
should be written. So I haven’t been focusing on that.” 
#11: “I might be the one who brought in the ‘Don’t bite newcomers’ policy, or is it a 
guideline, translated from English Wikipedia. At least I was among the most active 
ones to work on that. And I’ve adjusted some other policies as well.” 
#4: “Yes. For example the Arbitration Committee related policy is basically 
written by me. I wrote the proposal. There was then some discussion based on 
that, but 99% of the policy is written by me. And well… there are some other 
policies that I’ve helped to shape. I’ve also written up some policies, like what 
we’ve already adopted [in action] but what didn’t yet exist in a written form. 
So I’ve written that in ‘this is how we’ve always done things here’ principle 
(laughs).” 
de facto
#4: “Wikipedia’s policy-policy describes that policies can be born in three 
ways. One approach is to write up the de facto policy, meaning the way how 
the community has usually dealt with particular types of situations. Another 
approach is to initiate discussion and try to find consensus through that. If 
consensus is not achieved through discussion, then it’s possible to vote. The 
principle is that 70-80% support has to be in place for a policy change to be 
approved. The third alternative is the ‘carved-in-stone holy writings’ type of 
policy, such as the Neutral Point Of View. Those are derived from the above, 
and cannot be changed. So even though much can be shaped in Wikipedia, you 
cannot shape NPOV. You just take it as given. So these are the three 
alternatives.” 
#8: “I think that the less there is discussion, the better. People should 
concentrate on creating an encyclopedia, and not chat, or do any political 
activities there. Of course there has to be some policies, so that the articles 
become stylistically similar. But anything over that, that’s unnecessary. So, as 
I said, there should be as little discussion as possible. That’s what I try to do, 
discuss as little as possible, and edit articles as much as possible. (…) Okay I 
agree [that there should be some social mechanisms, e.g. how policies can be 
shaped]. But it should require minimal effort. So that most of the work should 
be focused on what is the main purpose – not on any support activities.” 
#11: “I’ve participated in some WikiProjects, or at least put my name on some 
of them, and I keep my eye on how these projects progress. But… Finnish 
Wikipedia is terribly small. Just small. The amount of active participants is 
small. It’s all about volunteering, which means that everybody’s doing pretty 
much only what they feel like doing at the time. This means that all projects are 
more or less dead. The amount of people who would be interested in the same 
topic at the same time… Not many. I’m not even talking about the same day, 
but the same year.” 
#9: “I don’t really coordinate anything. It’s more like, I just do things. That’s 
kind-of the idea of Wikipedia that people should just do things and not think 
too much how to do it. The result may be good or bad. Someone else might 
have done that in some other way. But yes, there are also these Projects [for 
the coordination of activities]. Some users have played with those, but I’m not 
aware how well it has worked out.” 
#11: “The only types of projects which may succeed are the short ones. Let’s 
say we have a project, and we have a clearly defined start, and a clearly 
defined end. We need to attract motivated users to join from the early start. 
For example, we have 100 articles that all have a wrong background, and all 
of these need to be changed. Once these are changed, the project is done. I 
guess these kinds of projects work out fine. But otherwise, it’s not possible to 
command others, like ‘you cannot do what you think is fun, but you need to 
follow these orders instead’. That would work out only if you’d get paid to do 
it.” 
#1: “I might be wrong, but currently I think that... it's very difficult to combine 
volunteerism with strict control. There can be no top management team in 
voluntary projects. Everybody knows that there is no way to force people to do 
something they don't themselves want to do.” 
5.4.4 Anomalies? 
#2: "Most things what I do nowadays are that I play around with templates, or 
fix typing errors, or classify some content. I mean, earlier I had the energy to 
write new articles and extend articles, but now I'm too tired to do that anymore. 
But I'm waiting for the inspiration to do that again." 
#3: “When someone sees anything strange in an article, you may add a Request 
for References, or a Request for Clarification.” 
#11: "[Being a top-ranked contributor] used to be extremely important for me. 
It's not important anymore. I've noticed that it goes in cycles, in general... 
maybe... This is a stereotype, but I feel that younger people tend to appreciate 
these rankings. How many articles they have initiated and how many edits they 
have done in total. Well, I don't know if it's just young people, but some kind of 
people. I've just turned 30 myself so I'm not all that old either. But at some point 
of time, I didn't care how often I visited or how much I edited. It didn't matter to 
me. Then it changed when I became aware of how many edits I had done, and... 
An addiction started to develop. Awareness of my ranking started to grow. 'Hey, 
I'm on this list of Wikipedians with more than 10000 edits! And only two more 
edits and I'd be one rank higher!' I was stuck into that mindset for a while. But 
then a backlash struck me. I realized that 'Oh my god, I'm on this kind of list, is 
this the way I want to live my life?' So on one hand these ranking are like 'wow, 
look at me, this is how much I've worked here', but on the other hand those are 
compilations of the biggest losers. [It’s a proof] that these people have no life. 
When they come home from work, they turn their computer on, and they are 
stuck in there for the rest of the day. I did have that phase in my own life. I have 
realized that in my private life, as in other parts of life, I tend to get very 
enthusiastic about some hobby or work, or something, and it soon develops into 
manic devotion, at least for a while." 
#1: "I'm OK with the fact that I'm ranked on the top editor list. [On my user 
page] I have a counter which shows how many articles I've initiated. I update 
that a couple of times a year. Maybe you could call this curiosity. So... I'm 
aware of how much I've edited. But on the other hand... all this is just 
embarrassing. (...) In some sense I understand people who'd like to stay away 
from all these ranking lists. (...) I mean, how many people would tell publicly 
what's their Tetris highscore? Seriously. I have Playstation at home, and I've 
completed Little Big Planet. There are some people I'd tell about this, but I 
definitely wouldn't tell everyone." 
#1: "These rankings or any quantitative information have never affected how 
and what I edit. But sometimes it has happened with... (...) Yes, it was the 
Nobel Prize winners in Literature. The list of all Nobel Prize winners had 95 
blue links and five red links. Then I wanted this topic to be complete and I 
wrote five more articles [which turned these red links into blue links]. So that 
way it has happened, yes. Numbers don't motivate me, but [in]completeness 
does." 
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5.6 Collaboration Outside the Wikipedia Website (RQ6) 
#5: “I try to avoid all external coordination. It’s a very bad habit [for those 
who do it]. But should there even be coordination within Wikipedia… I don’t 
think it’s necessarily ethical… I think the goal should be that the writing 
process itself would lead to co-operation, collaboration.” 
5.6.1 Face to face meetings 
# 8: “I have never met a Wikipedia user [in ‘real life’]. That does not interest me at 
all.” 
#2:  “I have not met any [Wikipedian] face to face. I have exactly one Wikipedian on 
my Facebook friend list. Wikipedia is an encyclopedia, and social relationships do 
not belong there.” 
#6. He states that he keeps Wikipedia separate from his regular social circles. 
He did not however deny the social side of Wikipedia as some other 
interviewees did. He also told me that he had planned to participate in the 
Finnish Wikipedia meeting at The Assembly – an annual demoscene and 
computer gaming event in Helsinki. He was eventually unable to attend the 
event because of work responsibilities. 
#6: “I’ve met only one other Wikipedia user. In that sense I keep Wikipedia separate 
from my ‘real life’.” 
#8: “Wikipedia is somewhat a place to do things you can’t do in real life. You 
can talk with some researchers, and the like. I wouldn’t talk with these people 
in real life, at least not about anything serious. And I’m not a… how’d I put it. 
One could stereotypically think that a Wikipedia user is a nerd. I don’t think 
I’m like that in real life. But I can actualize that part of me in Wikipedia.” 
#12: “I’m not aware that I’d ever met another Wikipedian [‘in real life’]. I don’t see 
any benefit in revealing my identity. I think it’s questionable.” 
# 4: “Over the years Wikipedia has become kind-of a community for me. I have 
friends there, and some of them are acquaintances, people I've also met outside 
of Wikipedia. These relationships might also be one reason that keeps the 
whole thing interesting. Still, the main reason I’m in Wikipedia is not the social 
aspect. It’s simply that I enjoy writing. At work, I rarely get to write as much 
as I write in Wikipedia.  Or, even when I write at work, it's not self-motivated 
in the way Wikipedia writing is. At work, writing is mostly some boring 
software documentation, and most often in English language. Writing in 
Wikipedia in Finnish is pure fun.” 
# 4: “I co-organized an event when Finnish Wikipedia reached its 100 000th 
article. We had a seminar in Helsinki with known invited speakers such as 
journalist Unto Hämäläinen from [the biggest Finnish newspaper] Helsingin 
Sanomat, Kari Ekholm from Helsinki University Library, Tere Vadén from 
University of Tampere, Kari Hintikka from University of Jyväskylä and 
copyright law professor Jukka Kemppinen from Helsinki University of 
Technology.” 
#11: “I’ve participated in one meeting last summer. We organized a meeting with 
people who are interested in biology-related topics. We met, chatted, drank some red 
wine and that’s it.” 
#1: “We've held one meeting, which was fun. It was when one other female 
[Finnish] Wikipedian, who lives in Germany nowadays, visited Finland. We 
decided to hold this meeting then, and we would gather together a small group 
of active Wikipedians with similar interests [in biology and other natural 
science topics]. So I invited four people to my place, and we prepared food and 
then dined together. So this particular event has been the only face-to-face 
meeting I’ve participated in so far. But we've agreed that this event will be 
held again next year, so yes, this will be a recurring meeting in that sense. 
(Laughter). Actually it was funny that in this meeting I met one person whom 
I’ve collaborated with a lot in Wikipedia. When we met in person, he said he 
had thought I was an older man! He got to know that I’m a woman only when 
we met face to face! I do not know how he had formed this wrong idea earlier. 
Maybe I have a very masculine writing style. (Laughter).” 
5.6.2 IRC 
#fi-wikipedia
#2: “I've visited there [the #fi-wikipedia IRC channel] only a couple of times. 
I'm not terribly familiar with using IRC, in general. I do not currently have 
Internet access at home, so I'm not bothered to be in IRC when I’m connected 
from the library. Also I did not like that some Wikipedians claim that IRC is 
kind of an insider channel for a chosen few. And [some claim] that there’s some 
secret mystical decision-making going on. But… those couple of times when I 
went there did not make me enjoy IRC much. So I didn’t start to hang out there 
regularly.” 
#11: “I used to visit IRC every now and then. But the Wikipedians I'm actively 
involved with are not in IRC, so I have not found a reason why I should be there 
either. And one thing is that this kind of realtime interaction requires much 
more time than I am able to invest. So there’s no chance for me to be in IRC.” 
#10: “I’ve been idling there, but never participated in any discussions.” 
#6: “[During the work day] I had IRC open all the time in the background. So we 
chatted actively on the #fi-wikipedia channel.” 
#3: “In general, I haven’t participated in those IRCs. So that’s why [I am not on the 
Wikipedia IRC-channel]. I know there is this recurring joke that actual decision-
making is done in IRC. But generally, it’s a place to chat, and it that way it supports 
Wikipedia activities.” 
#9: “No. I haven’t been there. I’ve once seen that someone uses that. But I’m more of 
an older generation. I mean, I’m not part of the IRC-generation.” 
#5: “I don’t use IRC. I’m too old for that. I don’t know what its role is for Wikipedia, 
I’m not interested.” 
#6: “When we start to build a more complex template entity, then it usually 
requires clear division of labour and task assignment. It’s like, ‘would you 
focus on that, while I'm focusing on this.’ It is important that while we are 
developing the templates, no one should be there disturbing the process 
meanwhile. We developers do not want that someone else comes to add one 
missing character which was missing five seconds ago, but maybe not 
anymore. In this kind of development there is always a risk of change conflict 
between two or more persons. Therefore, the programming tasks are assigned 
well. Usually all coordination happens on IRC, because all core template 
programmers are there. Coordinating this requires real-time communication, 
so that’s why IRC is better than wiki. For example, when someone finds a 
mistake in logic or something like that, then it has be dealt with very quickly. 
Wikipedia's discussion forums are way too slow for this purpose.” 
#4: “In some situations, the IRC is very handy when regular users notify 
administrators to block some IP address because there is vandalism coming 
from there at the moment. Sometimes, rarely, there is some discussion in IRC 
about general things that are related to Wikipedia, such as policies or 
something. It is remarkably easier and quicker to discuss acute issues in IRC 
than in the wiki. But mostly there is some discussion about things that have 
nothing to do with Wikipedia. (…) I guess IRC is part of the community 
experience, togetherness. In some cases IRC brings tangible benefits, when 
someone notices vandalism and he can quickly notify administrators to block 
an IP address. And sometimes there’s Wikipedia-related discussion going on, 
for example about policies. It’s easier and quicker to discuss there when there 
is an acute need. But mostly the discussions are off-topic. And no… it [the 
Wikipedia IRC channel] is quite inactive. Even our own company’s internal 
IRC channels are more active (laughs).” 
#4: “[I discuss with other Wikipedians] mostly in IRC. I like to hang around there. 
Some people I’ve also met, in different occasions.” 
#4: “There is also a closed IRC channel for Wikipedia admins, that’s true. On 
that channel there are some administrators, but the channel is very quiet. All 
administrators are invited to this channel at the point of time when the user has 
been promoted as an admin. Concrete maintenance tasks are the main focus of 
that channel. Or sometimes it is just nice to talk “behind the backs of regular 
users” (Laughs).” 
#12: “I’m not on IRC. In fact, I think IRC is bad. It’s not a good thing to have 
that channel [#fi-wikipedia] there. Because in Wikipedia, you can trace back 
any discussion that has ever taken place. In IRC you don’t have that 
possibility. [While] conspiracy theories are delicious and sweet… but actually, 
the only and the major problem with IRC is that all that discussion should be 
held inside of Wikipedia instead.” 
#7: “[Using IRC to discuss Wikipedia-related issues] is comparable to big political 
parties making decisions behind closed doors. It’s similar to what happened during 
the [president Urho] Kekkonen era in Finland. (...) That is a very bad thing.” 
#2: ”Sometimes there [in Finnish Wikipedia], in any general discussion, you 
can see claims that an inner circle is ruling. Nowadays these claims are more 
about that an inner circle is doing secret decision-making in IRC. Nowadays 
it’s like some people are complaining that that all administrators are, you 
know, … like Nazis. That administrators are dominating over everyone else. 
And I really do not agree with these views.” 
#3: “The reason why I’m not an administrator anymore… is that I don’t have 
enough time. I don’t have the possibility to be there as much as I think an 
administrator should be there. And I got tired of all those disagreements, and 
the unnecessary confrontation between regular users and administrators.” 
#4: “Some people in Wikipedia have this strange perception that there's 
insider scheming going on in secret IRC channels. Such as administrators 
would be deciding voting behaviour consensus in secrecy. But if you look at 
how admin votes are distributed, it’s pretty similar to the distribution of all 
other users’ votes. So the purpose is not by any means to be a channel where 
“junta” opinions are formed. IRC is a place where it is possible to get to know 
other Wikipedians better, and speak more freely [of issues beyond Wikipedia] 
than is possible on the wiki platform.” 
#4: “It’s an open IRC-channel. Everybody can join. No-one’s been denied access.” 
#6: “#fi-wikipedia, that’s what it is. That’s where we invite people to come. Come 
join us. Many people say it’s a secret society, but how could it be a secret society 
when it’s so public. Everybody can join.” 
#10: “Even though there was an inner circle, it wouldn’t have any power on decision 
making. All decisions are done democratically. If there was an IRC-based inner 
circle, it would not make any difference. That’s what I think.” 
5.6.3 Email 
# 8: “I never [write e-mails related to Wikipedia]. If someone sends me an email, I'll 
reply on his user talk page.” 
# 9: “No, I don’t really [write e-mails]. I have once written a Wikipedia email, 
when I informed one user during the previous European Union elections. A 
True Finns Party candidate had used this Wikipedia user’s pictures in their 
campaign video. So I sent an email to this user because I thought the material 
was not used properly according to the Creative Commons licence.” 
#4: “I’ve used the ‘send email’ functionality maybe five times. Very little. Very 
seldom I’ve seen any need to discuss with another Wikipedian by email. Not really.” 
# 1: “Actually, I use email only when discretion is an important issue. When 
there is something I don’t want other people to read. For example, if we use a 
copyright-protected scientific article as a reference, then I might send this 
article by e-mail. I can ask, for example, that please check out this article, how 
could we properly phrase this thing to Wikipedia.” 
# 11: “I have several regular Wikipedia email contacts. Usually those have 
started when I have mentioned something in Wikipedia, often as a subordinate 
clause. Like, "I'm here writing an article in Wikipedia, even though I should be 
writing a real [scholarly] article instead.” And then someone else with the 
same interest might contact me. This has also happened when I have written 
about local history, and then someone from that region writes me an email. 
Sometimes discussions that have started publicly in Wikipedia continue in 
email after a while. This happens if there is something that requires privacy, or 
is otherwise unrelated to the Wikipedia project.” 
#11: “But I talk very seldomly any non-Wikipedia-related issues in Wikipedia. Just to 
keep care of my privacy. If I want to joke with my Wikipedia friends, I do that by 
email. That’s more suitable for informal communication.” 

















6.1 Four Back Narrative Types: Collocated, User-Centric, 
Community-Wide, and External 
Fig 7 - Dynamics of the Front and the Back Narratives 

6.1.1 Community-wide back narrative 
6.1.2 External back narrative 
6.2 Collaboration in Finnish Wikipedia’s community-wide 
back narrative  






6.4 Five Modes of Collaboration 
what characterizes 
collaboration in online communities










#9: “But yes, there are also these Projects [for the coordination of activities]. 
Some users have played with those, but I’m not aware how well it has worked 
out.” 
#11: “it’s not possible to command others, like ‘you cannot do what you think is 
fun, but you need to follow these orders instead’. That would work out only if 
you’d get paid for it.” 
#1: “I might be wrong, but currently I think that... it's very difficult to combine 
volunteerism with strict control. There can be no top management team in 
voluntary projects. Everybody knows that there is no way to force people to do 
something they don't themselves want to do.” 
6.4.2 Feedback Collaboration 
#11: “That social aspect is what attracts many to contribute. That you get 
feedback from the work you’ve done. That aspect is needed, of course.” 
Fig 9 - Feedback collaboration
6.4.3 Deliberative Collaboration
deliberative collaboration
"Basically, Wikipedia’s line is that voting 
is bad. That everything should be solved through dialogue. But often you need to have 
a vote because discussion won't end up in a consensus."




The important thing about 
articulation work is that it is invisible to rationalized models of work.
invisibility
#11: “Of course, the purpose is to create the encyclopedia, and in that sense 
there is too much of all this metaconversation. Well, some people enjoy that, 
initiating more voting processes, voting about everything, discussing about 
everything, trying to get comments to all possible issues. Some people are just 
fond of bureaucracy. They get self-esteem out of that, in that way they try to 
prove their proficiency. I think there’s too much of all this.” 
6.4.4 Stigmergic Collaboration 
#9: “I don’t really coordinate anything. It’s more like I just do things. That’s 
kind-of the idea of Wikipedia that people should just do things and not think 
too much how to do it. The result may be good or bad. Someone else might 




#8: “I think that the less there is discussion, the better. People should 
concentrate on creating an encyclopedia, and not on chatting, nor do any 
political activities there. Of course there has to be some policies, so that the 
articles become stylistically similar. But anything over that, that’s 
unnecessary. So, as I said, there should be as little discussion as possible. 
That’s what I try to do, discuss as little as possible, and edit articles as much 
as possible.” 
stigmergy
Stigmergic Collaboration: The Evolution of Group Work.
“As stigmergy is a method of communication in which individuals 
communicate with one another by modifying their local environment, it is a 
logical extension to apply the term to many types (if not all) of Web-based 
communication, especially media such as the wiki. The concept of stigmergy 
therefore provides an intuitive and easy-to-grasp theory for helping 
understand how disparate, distributed, ad hoc contributions could lead to the 
emergence of the largest collaborative enterprises the world has seen.” (p. 4) 
“Traces left and modifications made by individuals in their environment may 
feed back on them. The colony records its activity in part in the physical 
environment and uses this record to organize collective behavior.” (p. 111). 
Consequently, stigmergy “solves the coordination paradox: Individuals do 
interact to achieve coordination but they interact indirectly, so that each insect 
taken separately does not seem to be involved in a coordinated, collective 
behavior.” (Ibid.) 
Fig 11 - Stigmergic collaboration 
me
metacommunicative signalling
#3: “When someone sees anything strange in an article, you may add a Request 
for References, or a Request for Clarification.” 









Fig 12 - Vanguard collaboration
6.5 Towards Design Principles for Autonomous Online 
Communities 











6.6 Stability of Genres 
hundreds
what does it mean for 









“Information is the oxygen of the modern age. It seeps through the walls topped by 
barbed wire, it wafts across the electrified borders. ... The Goliath of totalitarianism 
will be brought down by the David of the microchip.”
"We will gradually proceed into a kind of a new – it will not be the old kind of 
fascism, we have to be very specific here – to a new type of authoritarian 
society. Here, I see a world-historical importance of what is happening today 
in China. Until now, let's be frank, there was one good argument for 
capitalism: Sooner or later it brought the demand for democracy. You can 
have dictatorship for ten-twenty years: South Korea, Chile... But. What I'm 
afraid of is this. Capitalism with Asian values, Singapore, China, we get much 
more efficient capitalism than – it looks so at least – than our Western 
capitalism. I don't share the hope of my liberal friends that give them ten years 
and another Tiananmen Square demonstration... No. The marriage between 
capitalism and democracy is over." (AlJazeera, 2011) 

7. Conclusion and Further Research 
7.1 Conclusion 




planned feedback deliberative stigmergic vanguard
collocated user-centric community-wide external
7.2 Further Research 





“Technologies sometimes exhibit particular material constraints and 
affordances precisely because a group has successfully maneuvered to have its 
vision of how people work inscribed into the technology’s design (Grint & 
Woolgar, 1997). At present, there is almost no research on how power 
dynamics or other social mechanisms shape the diffusion of common responses 
to a new technology across an organizational field.” 
7.2.3 Multilingual Scarce-Resource Peer Production

“There is a correlation between social group size and the volume of the 
neocortex in primates which suggests that it has been the need to manage the 
complex social world in which primates live that has driven the evolution of 
ever-larger brains. The important point for the present story is that we humans 
fir neatly onto the same scale as the other primates. Group size in humans is 
about 150: this is the number of people that you know personally and have 
some kind of meaningful relationship with – as opposed to the people you know 
by sight or those with whom you have a strictly business relationship.”
“Yet any IRC veteran knows well the scaling problems group communication 
encounters. A channel with a dozen or so participants, a handful of whom are 
vocal, can be a very productive center of communication. A channel with 20 to 
50 participants suffer a crippling signal-to-noise ratio, absent some form of 
moderation: too much noise, not enough signal.” 
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Page 45, the sentence should read “Inductive inferences proceed from particulars to 
generalizations.” (It reads the opposite now.) 
Page 87, there are two official languages in Finland: Finnish and Swedish languages. It 
should be clarified that the language of Finnish Wikipedia is Finnish, but not 
Swedish. 
Page 92, the last paragraph, which continues to page 93, is a quote and should thus be in 
italics. 
Page 102, table 8 is referred to in the text, but it is labeled as Table 9 under the table. 
Page 181, the use of the word “neglected” should be changed to “negated”.  
Page 192, the word “nominations” should be changed to “denominations”. 
Pages 243-263, three references are missing from the reference list. These are: 
Chen, Shun-Ling. (2010). Wikipedia: Republic of Science Democratized. Albany 
Law Journal of Science & Technology, 20(2), 247-325.  
Kane, Gerald C. (2011). A multimethod study of information quality in wiki 
collaboration. ACM Transactions on Management Information Systems, 2(1), 1-16. 
doi: 10.1145/1929916.1929920 
Mathiassen, Lars, Chiasson, Mike, & Germonprez, Matt. (2012). Style Composition 
in  Action Research Publication. MIS Quarterly, 36(2), 347-363. 
